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By Tim Jeffs

Pomegranate. Hardcover. Condition: New. 56 pages. Introduction about Tim Jeffs and his
intricately detailed animal drawings 25 original drawings to colorLay-flat binding and high-quality
paper-easy to use with all your fine coloring toolsArtist Tim Jeffs dreams of diving alongside a
whale shark one day, but until then he will revel in drawing every spot on its enormous body. The
whale shark might not be a whale, he says, but its one HUGE fish to draw!What began as free-time
experiments in his sketchbook has become a powerful art form for Jeffs (American, b. 1965). Using
pen, ink, and colored pencils, he brings life to his ever-growing paper menagerie, whose
inhabitants range from lynx to leopard gecko, armadillo to Amazonian royal flycatcher. Once he
decides upon an animal subject, Jeffs dives into research mode. He studies the animals habits,
habitats, physical appearance, and conservation status, paying close attention to the patterns of
skin and scales, fur and feathers. With pen or pencils in hand, he lets artistic license dictate the
patterns, textures, and colors he applies, using what he calls an impressionistic approach that
creates a realistic view. For Jeffs, an award-winning artist since high school and a Creative Director
in New...
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ReviewsReviews

Very useful to all of category of people. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i will likely to go through once more again in the foreseeable
future. I realized this book from my i and dad advised this publication to find out.
-- Alta Kirlin-- Alta Kirlin

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of the pdf. You may like how the
article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosario Durgan-- Rosario Durgan
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